USING “ETHNOPHOTOGRAPHY”:
PHOTOGRAPHIC AESTHETIC AND REFLEXIVE ETHICS

Visualizing and balancing
While some ethnographic works only lately developed an interest in material culture and
artifacts (emphasizing believes, family systems, folklore, and so on; Tokarev, 1974) there is
currently no doubt that objects are the materialization of social relationships. As put by Marcel
Mauss, the object is “the proof of social facts” (Mauss, [1947] 2002, p. 22).
Thus, the photographer’s gesture is close to the archeologist working on contemporary times:
“considering memories and stories to approach contemporary human situations” (see Amos Gitaï
in his inaugural lecture at the College de France in 2018). Once materialized, it does not mean
that this social reality made object is inanimate, immutable, and detached from all social relations
– including power relationships.
Nevertheless, the resulting materiality remains relevantly captured with visual methods.
Indeed, how could one better testify to material culture (such as the material culture of life aboard
space stations or in the training) without invoking its spectacular features (such as during a
launch) through visual elicitation?
Since it makes visible what one cannot always notice (ibid.), the photograph serves as a
meaningful vector. Sometimes, even framings are meaningful in themselves – when they are
particularly improvised or wrongly defined because of the conditions in which the photograph has
been taken, in the hurry, in the move, without formal authorization, and so on –, and so do the
reactions of people involved in the shooting if they are used or not to be in front of cameras in
their daily activities.
Images from media, science-fiction movies, and space agencies communication departments
are largely distributed in the public space and nourish fantasized imaginaries about space
exploration. In such a context, palliating this overwhelming institutional visual representation
with ethnographic images is essential.
While those images which pre-exit the fieldwork run counter to the understanding of the
material reality of human spaceflight, and while the scarcity of the outer space as a research object
in sociology requires the use of illustration to make it concrete, the ethnographic work is here
mainly about highlighting invisible activities and actors who are usually invisibilized in the
narrative of space heroes. It may include the work in control rooms, or even the scientific and
diplomatic spheres surrounding the management of space programs.
Obviously, some places, persons and practices are more capturable than others. In further
cases, the manufacture of astronauts through training appears to require both orality and
photography regarding the spectacular nature of the process, while photography is precisely
prohibited for confidentiality. Hence, the visual representation of a research object has to abide by
the conditions of the field, which frame the data collection and their treatment.

Learning through the photographic process
Photoethnography is not really about intuition (Verger, 1991) more than it allows to gain
perspective on one’s own ethnographer standpoint. Objectivizing through images and framing can
sometimes be a tough recall of the own ethnographer’s fantasies and shared imaginaries and can
then emphasize a certain relationship to the field for which reflexivity put into words may not be
enough.
Recorded performances (including videos, sounds, and photographs) then appear as unequaled
instruments for reflexive sociology about the practice of inquiry – as well as about the dichotomies
and reifications that shape the daily routine of the fieldwork (for historical insights, see especially
Harper, 2000). Once again, framings tell a lot about the position that the ethnographer occupies
in the field.
When one enters the field, many objects do not make any sense. Deprived of indigenous
knowledge, it is impossible to understand what are the uses and means of what only appears as a
bulk of cables, screens, and hardware – and hence what are the related know-how. How to
accurately capture a social world that does not make sense yet?

Reflexivity as visual
Sometimes as a cornerstone of a local social order (as Pierre Bourdieu emphasizes in the case
of peasant families; Bourdieu, 1965), the use of photography is often seen as requiring
acculturation: the imagination of the ethnographer would first have to be nourished by local
culture, before developing an accurate look in the field serving (Achutti, 2007, p. 167). But
photography can usefully serve the inaccurate mind of the ethnographer entering the field when
one discovers the rules, the actors and the stake of the social world that one aims to understand,
and when the boundaries of the field are still to be defined.
The sensitive experience is a cornerstone of any social interaction, and furthermore in the
inquiry relationship. Thus, images can help to get some distance in the investment of the self in
the field. As in any relationship of inquiry which is based on interview or observation (see for
instance Beaud, 1996; Bourdieu, 1992), photography (or film) shooting is a social interaction that
involves individuals sharing more or fewer codes, norms, imaginaries, languages, and idioms.
Both an instrument of analysis and reflexivity, photography supports the deconstruction of
prenotions and weakens the simulacrum of common sense, in leading the look to confront with
the raw reality of observed situations – and in marking up the space in which the ethnographic
imagination is deployed, throughout of the fieldwork. When integrated into the ethnographic
process, photography then intervenes at every stage of the work: from data collection to selection
of material, treatment, analysis, and release.
The very use of photography, long-standing in social sciences (see Collier, 1967), can be a
technic to collect data in itself. This is the case of “photo-elicitation”, where the researcher
stimulates the discussion with interviewees with photographs during the interview (Bigando,
2013; Duteil-Ogata, 2007; Harper 2002 & 2012; Meyer, 2017), or any visual material (Harper,
2002, p. 13). From a perspective of empowerment and social critic, using photography in the field
can also be a way to claim a collective and participative construction of knowledge, in the defense
of an epistemological pluralism (see Jankowski & alii., 2015).

Writing versus capturing
Yet, while writing is the form that rules the release and expression of materials, the question
of the dominion of norms in the publication of scientific knowledge raises. Through
conceptualization and the uses of notions, codes adopted in writing contribute to the process of
production of sociological meaning.
Graphical mind and visual culture are nonetheless independent of each other, and yet
necessarily interrelated. This is the “dialectical effect of this double practice” mixing visual and
graphical (Garrigues, 2000, p. 5), through which a visual narrative is supposed to complete what
would be inexpressible with words. Since social reality remains polychromatic and
multidimensional, implying as many logics of action and imaginaries as respondents, all languages
could be confronted with a lack of vocabulary regarding the richness of what should be transcribed.
Yet, writing and photographs are not always compatible with the same medium, despite their
complementarity (Achutti, 2007, p. 115). Moreover, using the heuristic potential of photographs’
poetic may be restricted by forcing the reading/observer to switch between a form of expression
and another, while visual and graphical relate each to specific “mental operations” (id.).
Consequently, ruptures sometimes have to be introduced to organize the narrative – and allow
the reader/observer to understand what those instruments of expression give to see.
But the balance between limiting the influence of the author’s writing narrative and giving
enough clues for the understanding of visual materials still remains difficult. For instance, a seat
of Soyuz space vehicle let on the floor may not evoke something concrete to an observer who is
not already familiar with the object, hence familiarized to the world of spaceflight, but a detailed
written caption would restrict the visual heuristic.
This is why an ethnophotographic essay does not include a description of the photographs, but
rather remain in their raw visual state following a unique written introduction of the entire series.
The essay here displayed follows a guideline: allowing a narrative through images without the
perturbation or influence of a written explanation. Used in a manuscript, photographs then aim
to pursue a discussion started in the surrounding paragraphs with visuals. This way, the
reader/observer is invited to a smooth and rigorous transition from writing to the image, when
the visual expression relates to feelings and mechanisms of action which would require more
words than it would suffice to hide the raw essence of a social encounter. Words can sometimes
subvert the correct understanding of interaction since they relate to a rationalization that does not
let a chance to an innate and instinctive understanding (as long as the latter is not shaped by
common sense).

The three series of ethnophotography were part of the Ph.D. dissertation manuscript (2018).
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Photoethnography #1
This series of photography results from fieldwork conducted at the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs
(UNOOSA), as part of a session of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Outer Space (COPUOS) in
February 2017. From thematic events taking place in hemicycles, to working group meetings, the COPUOS
sessions are characterized are among the most heteroclites. There, members of permanent delegations, officials
from governments, astronauts invited for some social event, technical experts, and delegates temporary part of
delegations for a few days, are mixed. Official sessions where solemnly speeches are declaimed are followed by
meetings in small settings, and by occasional festivities within a few hours. In this multilingual crowd whose
interactions are regulated through ritualized discourses among Member-States, the national scale remains king.
Acquaintances are encouraged by linguistic familiarity, and, when the session is over, only remain permanent
delegates to pursue the diplomatic routine.

Photoethnographie 2.
La série photoethnographique qui suit est composée de clichés pris durant une campagne de PK4, du 13 au 16
juin 2016, depuis la salle d’opération du Cadmos (Centre Spatial de Toulouse). Les photographies utilisées ici
viennent de deux jours différents de la campagne. Des recadrages produisant l’effet de plans resserrés, au plus
proche des opérateurs et scientifiques en console, visent parfois à permettre une proximité de l’observateur/trice
avec leur environnement matériel, parfois à isoler l’objet de l’attention des acteurs (l’écran sur lequel la télémétrie
est diffusée, la procédure révisée, etc.) du reste de la salle d’opération. L’attente semble prédominer, alors que le
temps d’équipage (e.g. la part de l’expérience en présence du cosmonaute) demeure minoritaire par rapport aux
commandes effectuées depuis le sol. Le premier jour de la campagne, l’une des opératrices en charge de PK4
m’explique ainsi, alors que l’heure de l’activité est avancée sur le planning par Col-Flight : « Alors là, s’ils
commencent maintenant, tu ne vas vraiment rien voir : pas d’image, pas de télémétrie… C’est comme une activité
blanche ». Or, l’expérience ne se résume pas à ce qui peut être visible, ni même dicible. La communication entre
équipes d’opérateurs (USOC et Col-Flight) est permanente, les scientifiques réévaluent constamment leurs
besoins de données au fil de l’activité, les équipements embarqués dans Columbus sont pour partie mis en route à
distance, etc.

Photoethnography #3

Taken in Star City, where the Gagarin training center is located, this series of photographs make visible the
central place of machines and collective memory of Soviet space history, in which new heroes of space exploration
follow the gestures of their predecessors, once in training in the same corridors. Museification then goes along
with currently used training facilities, where international astronauts come from all over the world. Especially
in the era of the Russian transportation monopoly (2011-2020), the international space stage is ruled by postSoviet rituals and training methods, which remain shaped by old habits inherited from the early Soviet space
age. Retired modules and space station fragments, spread here and there in the vast space of the training center’s
sheds, testifies to this heritage.

